IAG Platinum Sponsor
The Commonwealth Bank of Australia has been the platinum sponsor of the IAG annual conference for
more than a decade. We look forward to piquing your interest at one of our hosted sessions or through
interaction with our team at our booth. This year’s topics include:
Economic Update:
A detailed overview of the Australian economy. Presented by Craig James, Chief Economist CommSec, at
the Commonwealth Bank of Australia.
Cyber Security Awareness:
Gain insights into how cyber threats have evolved through the lens of Australian companies, areas
worth considering as part of your operational risk management framework and how to mitigate threats.
Presented by Peter Maddison, Executive Director at the Commonwealth Bank of Australia.
Artificial Intelligence:
Dive into the world of Artificial Intelligence and explore where and how AI can be applied by governments.
Presented by Chris Connor, Executive Manager, Emerging Technology at the Commonwealth Bank of
Australia.
Our stand this year will showcase some of the latest work from our Innovation Lab. Come join the team
to discuss the latest in emerging technology and trends impacting industry and businesses. You will learn
how we can support you on your mindset and innovation growth journey and also have the opportunity to
experience Virtual Reality.
Earlier this year we completed a Global Trade Finance experiment whereby the Commonwealth Bank of
Australia’s Innovation Lab, together with our Trade Finance team, successfully shipped 17,000 tonnes of
almonds from country Victoria to the German port of Hamburg using Blockchain and Internet of Things
technology. This Virtual Reality experience will immerse you into the trade finance cycle, enabling you to
understand how blockchain delivers benefits of efficiency, agility and transparency to all partners in the
supply chain.

Cricket lovers behold…
Commonwealth Bank of Australia has been a proud sponsor of Australian cricket for over 30 years. This
year the bank will also be holding a separate raffle at our booth.
The major prize for the raffle will be a Michael Hussey-framed picture and two gold class tickets for the
Gabba Test Match – Australia versus Sri Lanka on 24 January 2019 in Brisbane.
Proceeds will be distributed to the IAG charities.
Your dedicated government account management team and client solutions team will be your hosts.
We look forward to seeing you at the conference.
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